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Spontaneous creation of massive spin half particles by a
rotating block hole
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Abstract. The techniques of second quantization in Kerr metric for the scalar and
neutrino (massless)fields are extended to the massive spin half case. The normal modes
of Dirac field in Kerr metric are obtained qn Chandrasekhar's representation and the
field is quantized as usual by imposing equal-time anti-commutation relations. The
vacuum expectation value of energy-momentum tensor is evaluated asymptotically,
leading to the result that a Kerr black hole spontaneously creates, in addition to scalar
and neutrino quanta, massive Dirac particles in the classical superradiant modes.
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1. Introduction

The 'quantum evaporation' o f a rotating black hole, that is the spontaneous creation
o f field quanta in Kerr metric has engaged much attention in the last few years (Unruh
1974; Ford 1975). This and the similar phenomena o f particle production from collapsing black holes (Hawking 1975) constitute important consequences o f quantum
field theory in curved space whose general formalism is again a subject o f much current
investigation. (For a review see DeWitt 1975).
For the scalar field (massless and massive), and the neutrino field, the following
results are by now well-known:
(a) A scalar wave incident on a Kerr black hole is amplified in modes determined
by the condition I < Iml~ (classical superradiant modes), where oJ is the frequency,
m is the angular momentum projection o f the wave along the axis o f rotation o f the
black hole, and ~ is the frequency of dragging o f inertial frames at the horizon.
This phenomena of stimulated emission is called superradiance and has been exhibited
for electromagnetic and gravitational waves also (Zel'dovieh 1971, 1972; Misner
1972, Press and Teukolsky 1974).
(b) Second quantization o f massless scalar field (Unruh 1974) and massive scalar
field (Ford 1975) in Kerr metric predicts spontaneous creation o f particles in the
classical superradiant modes with the consequent loss in mass and angular momentum o f the black hole.
(c) In contrast to the scalar case, the massless spin half field does not superradiate
(Unruh 1973), whereas second quantization once again predicts spontaneous emission
of neutrinos in the same classical superradiant modes (Unruh 1974).
A feature crucial to the above developments has been the separability o f scalar
(Carter 1968) and neutrino (Unruh 1973) equations in Kerr metric. The extension of
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the neutrino case to the massive spin half case was held up for a long time beeause of
the absence of explicit separation of Dirac equation in Kerr metric. This separation
has been exhibited only recently (Chandrasekhar 1976) and the way is now open for
investigating the above results for this case.
The first of the results, namely the absence of superradiance for massive Dirac
wave has been demonstrated recently by Lee (1977) and Martellini and Treves (1977).
The connection between this and the positive-definiteness of norm in Kerr metric
has also beert established (Iyer and Kumar 1978), generalizing an analogous result for
the massless case (Unruh 1973).
In this paper, we give the second quantization of massive spin half field in Chandrasekhar's ' separable' representation, using techniques analogous to the neutrino case.
In the next section, the normal modes of the field are obtained, and in section 3, the
field is quantized, as usual, by imposing equal-time anti-commutation relations. In
section 4, the vacuum expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor is evaluated
asymptotically yielding the rate of spontaneous loss of mass and angular momentum
of the black hole. Thus, the Kerr black hole emits, in addition to scalar and neutrino
quanta, massive spin half particles in the classical superradiant modes.

2. Massive spin half field in Kerr metric: Normal modes
2.1. The Kerr metric
The line element for Kerr metric is given by

d,'--

(

IPl
dr'-- I,:' I'
A

2Mr

4Mr
- - [ ( r s + a s) sin'0 + ~2 M
- ~ra 2 sin 40]d~'
_1 + I " ~ a sin' 0 d~dt
A : r' -q- a ~' --2Mr,

p = r q- ia cos 0.

(1)

The axially symmetric Kerr solution represents the geometry outside of a rotating
black hole of mass M and angular momentum Ma. Since the metric is stationary,
it may refer either to a primordial black hole or to one much after the collapse. The
t and ff independence of the metric leads to tyro independent Killing vectors:
f v = (1, 0, 0, 0) and f~ = (0, 0, 0, 1).
t

It is easily seen that ~:t is null at the surfaces r~Mq-V'M2--a~cosSO, space-like between these surfaces and time-like over the rest of the manifold. The horizon beyond
which time-like vectors in the direction of increasing r do not exist is located at
r+ = M --I- ViM s -

a ~-

(2)

The region between the horizon and the ' static limit' ( r ' : M + V'M a " a s coss 0)
is the ergosphere.
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The ergosphere is a distinctive feature of Kerr black hole. It has long been known
classically (Penrose 1969) that a particle falling in this region can escape back with
its energy amplified, with the accompanying loss of mass and angular momentum of
the black hole. This is the classical counterpart of the emission processes predicted
by quantum field theory in Kerr metric.
2.2. Chandrasekhar' s representation
Dirac equation in curved space is
Y~ V~ ~b-~ i/~ ~b = 0

(3)

where yt, satisfy
[y/~, yv]+ = 2gt~v.

(4)

The covariant derivative is given by

v~=o~-r~,

V ~ = a ~ +~r~,

(s)

where F~, are the spinor affine connections. The details of this general formalism
are available in, for example, Brill and Wheeler (1957).
Equation (3) gives a conserved current
J~ =

~1~ ¢~

(6)

with
(7)

A~ J~ = 0,
where ~b1 and ~b2 are any two solutions of the equation.
a natural time-independent inner product,

The conserved current yields

(8)

In the Kerr metric, Dirac equation is separable in the following representation:
(9)
where
~r=_~(~)r~,c=

(_?

(T denotes transpose of the matrix).

1)

(lO)
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The ¢~' matrices are given below:

,;os 0 , y /
\

V~p
i cosec 0 \

~o

~

=
1

p~,

2 ~ t~

=
a¢

o

[
\-

•

i cosec 0

(11)

-

This representation was given recently by Chandrasekhar (op. cit) in NewmanPenrose (1962) spinor formalism, which we have translated in the more familiar fourcomponent form above. The separated form of the wave function ~bis,

~(t, r, 0, ¢) = exp (--i, ot) exp (imp) \((s-(0R-(0,
~
s-(o)R.(O
~/A

while

"

S+(O)R+(r)
VA '

s'(o)R-(r)/,
~p

]

(12)

the adjoint ff is given by
~(t, r, O, ¢~) = exp (itot ) exp--(im~) (
k

S-*(0R+*(r)
VA

S÷*(0)R-*(0
'

V~p*

'

S-*(0)R-*(r) S+*(0) R+*(r)/.
V~ p

'

~S

/

(13)

The spinor attine connections I't, are obtained from the known spin co-eflicients of
Newman-Penrose formalism for Kerr metric (Teukolsky 1973). Using equations
(3), (5), (9) to (12) one then obtains the following set of radial and angular equations
(Chandrasekhar op. cit., Lee op. cit.).

d

~-td

cot2 0 --a~osinO+meoseoO ] S+=(--,~+l.tacosO)S -,

. cot 0
]
+ ~
+ ao~ sin O -- m cosec 0 S- = (• + pa cos 0) S ÷

(14)

(15)

A~/'( ~dr + A~ K ) R + = (~ ~ ~r) R-

(16)

A :/~ ( ~d- - ~ X~

(17)

) R- =

(;t + i~,O ~÷
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where
K = (rt + at) ~ -- ma.

Os)

In the above equations, Astands for the separation constant and is determined by the
regularity condition on S*(0). The angular functions satisfy the following identity:
Jsin0 dO [S+*(A') S+(A) + S-*(A') S-(A)] = 0, A # A'

(19)

Also note S~0r -- 0) and S;(O) satisfy the same equation and A is real.
Returning to the inner product of (8), since (_g)Z/s and ~,' are time-independent
for our case, we have:

which proves the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian with respect to the inner product.
Using the explicit separable form given by eqs (9) to (13), the positive-definiteness of
norm for the massive case has also been recently demonstrated (Iyer and Kumar
1978). Thus the energy eigenvalues must necessarily be real, and the possibility of
unstable growing modes is excluded.
2.3. Solution set
To develop second quantization in Kerr metric, the first task is to obtain an orthonormal set of solutions in terms of which art arbitrary field solution may be expanded.
For a given co, m and 2, there are two linearly independent solutions characterized by
their behaviour at horizon and at infinity. From the radial eqs (16) and (17), the
following second order equations in R ~ are obtained:

dZR+ [
+ i P 4 ]dR+
A--~-r2 + r - - M
A--librA dr
+ [ Kz - iK ( r -

A ~r~ +

~- 2ioJr

A ~lZKil~r-- Iz2r2"-- As)] R + = O, (20)

[ ( r - - M - - A + i p r j 1 ddrR

+ [K s + iK (r -- m) _ 2iwr
A

/zK

+ ilzr

--/z2rz - A 2] R-=0.

(21)

Introducing the usual variable r' defined by

dr'
dr

r2 +

az

- - ,

r - ~ oo r ' - ~ 0% r - + r + r ' - >

--~,

(22)
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the asymptotic behaviour of R * can be readily obtained:
R +(r)

where k =.,

r-->oo

1 -- ~/

exp(+ik)

r'--

lnr ,

(23)

.

(24)

R-(r) has the same asymptotic behaviour.
The behaviour o f R ± near the horizon is given by
- - ~r+ exp (--ig, r'),
R+(r) -r-*
R-(r)

~

r -,+ r +

/~a/2 exp (i~r'),

/~z/~ exp (--i~or'),

(25)

exp (iVar'),

(26)

where

7~=~o--m~,

1"1--

a
2Mr+

(27)

For a particular solution R ±, the corresponding R ~ is determined from the coupled
radial equations. We choose the two linearly independent solutions characterized as
below:

Type I
RI + r---+"o*~ N!

exp(--ia)---

/~

oJ

1 --

~t

l --

~'~]

j B[exp(ia) ,

J exp (--ia) + B l e x p

RI+ r- -~~ r+ N I A I exp (--i~r'),
R I- r- -- -~ +r + N I fl A x/2 A I exp (--i~r').

(28)

Type H
RH+ ~
r ~- - ~0o NII

- - ~ 1 --

1 - - ~-~]

j BII exp (ia)

,

RII- r-*oo Nil BII exp (ia),
RII+ r- ----~
" *r+ NII [fl* A 1/2 exp (i~r') + A I I exp (--i~r')],
RII- r --* r~+ NII I'exp (i~r') + fl A I/zAII exp (--i~r')],

(29)
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(

1--~/

#=

r'

--lnr
OJ 2 - - p[, 2

)
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,

(~+i~r+)

(r+ - - M ) - - 2io~- (r+2 -ba 2) '
N I : [2~ ~

~-~/

~/

]

NII ~ rr-1/2"
The significance of these solutions can be understood by construction of appropriate wave-packets. Consider, for example, the solution RI + and construct wavepackets given by
(j + 1)~

R.j + (r, t) ~ ~

1

P

]
j~

exp (--2~rinE-lk) RI + (r) exp (--icot) ark

(30)

where n and j are integers. Such wave-packets have been considered by Hawking
(1975) and Ford (1975) in connection with the scalar field solutions. This wavepacket has a momentum spread of E. The labels n a n d j refer to the mean position
(at t = 0 ) and the mean momentum, respectively. The dominant contribution comes
from the points of stationary phase. Thus at infinity, the outgoing (ingoing) piece
exp (ikr') (exp (--ikr')) of RI + is localized when t = -b oo (-- oo). Similarly, at the
horizon the outgoing (ingoing) piece exp (i~r') (exp (--iff, r')) is localized when t------- oo
(-boo). Type-I solution, therefore, describes an ingoing wave at infinity in the
remote past and an outgoing wave at infinity plus an ingoing wave at the horizon in
the distant future. Type-II solution describes an outgoing wave at the horizon in
the remote past and an outgoing wave at infinity plus an ingoing wave at the horizon
in the distant future. Clearly, Type-II solution is unphysical but is necessary for
obtaining a complete set.
Finally, we note that from the radial equations (16) and (17), we have, for any two
solutions with the same oJ, m and 2~,
d
dr [Rt+* R~÷ - - Rt-* R2-] = 0,

(31)

d [RI+ R2_

(32)

and
_

_

dr

_

_

Rt_ R2+] ----0.

Using (28) and (29) for the behaviour of the solutions at infinity and the horizon,
the above equations yield the following 'Wronskian relations':

1 - 1 B I I 2 = 7rNi2 1AI] 2,
[BII ]2 ~_ ~rNi2 (1 -- {AII [2),

(33a)
(33b)
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BI* BII + *rNi~ AI* AII = O,

(330)

,,Ni* .,11 = B~I.

(330

2.4. Orthonormality
The basis set is now completely characterized by ~o, m, A and 7/:
I S- R(to, m, ,~, ~; x) ~-- exp (--i¢ot) exp (im¢) ( ~ - ~ . , ,

s-w

S+R +
,V,S,

s_L+

(34)

where S ~ ~ S ~ (o~, m, ~t; 0), R * ~ R ± (oJ, m, A, 77; r) where ~7 refers to Type-I or II.
We next establish orthogonality of this set with respect to the inner product defined
by (8). The orthogonality in co, of course, follows from the hermiticity of the
Hamiltonian. Similarly, the orthogonv.!ity in m follows trivially from the ¢ dependence of the above solution. Consider next the inner product of two solutions with
the same oJ and m, but different A and ~. Using (8) and the explicit separated forms
of wave-functions, we find,

It"

(r 2 + a'

R+(a2, ,~) + R *(a 1, ~1) R-(a2, ~2)) +

ia sin 0
x / & (S-*(a0 S+(a~)

+ S~*(Aa) S-(A2)) (R+*(at, ~1) R-(A2, nz) -- R-*(A1, ~1) R+(a2, ~72)) 1
(35)

(The integration over r is from r+ to oo).
First, take ~71='q2. The first term above does not contribute for ,~1¢: A2 as a consequence of the identity, eq. (19). To deal with the second term, we recall that
the inner product is time-independent; we may, therefore, consider the radial packets
in the integrand at t : - - o% which, for Type-I (It), are localized at infinity (horizon).
Using (28) and (29), one then finds that the second term gives vanishing contribution
for both types.
Next, take Ax= A~ and 7h # rl2, and as before, evaluate the inner product at t ~ - - oo.
Both the terms of (35) are now evidently zero, because the two types of radial packets
are localized at different regions and, therefore, have no overlap. The orthogonality
of the solution set in all the labels is thus established. The angular functions S*(O)
are normalized as:

j" af~ (I s+ 1S + I s- IS) = 1

(36)
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and the overall constants N I and N n appearing in the radial solutions (28) and (29)
have been so arranged that the set is orthonormal:
(¢(o:, m:, al, 71) [ 4J(o=, ms, ag., 72)) = 8(°41--°2) 8mxm, 841a, 8~x~2 (37)

3. Dirae field quantization in Kerr metric
An arbitrary solution of the field equation may be expanded in terms of the orthonormal set constructed above. In analogy to the scalar artd neutrino case (Unruh
1974), we have,

xF(x) = ~

f

do Z [a(¢°'m'h'7)~b(°~'m'A'~;x)+bt(°'m'A'*7)

m ~c>0

~, ,;

(38)

~b (--ca,--m, A, 7; x)]
where
•: > 0

if

< 0

7=I

oJ>O

7=II

~>0

otherwise.

(39)

Inverting (38) using the orthonormality of the modes, we get,

a(o,,m,A, 7) --~(~b(o,m, A, 7)[~F)

; x>0,

bt(oJ, m, ?t, 7) = ($(--¢o, --m, ?t, 7) l ~') ;

K > 0.

From the time-independence of inner product, a and b t are constant in time.
tution of (40) back in (38) yields the ' closure' relation:

f
m x>0

(404)
(40b)
Substi-

do ~ (--g):/z[$(o,m,A,~;x)~(o,m,A, 7;x" )
A,*I

+ ~ (--a,, --m, a, 7; x) ~ ( - - o , --m, A, 7; x')] ~,'

-~ 8 (r--r') $(0--0') 8(q[--$') =---8a (x

-

-

x').

(41)

Consider next the Lagrangian density of the field:
£e(x) : (_g)l/~ (i T 7~ V ~, T - - / z "T T )

(42)

from which the conjugate momentum of the field is
O~

11 (x) -- 0 (OT /Ot)

_

(_g)l/~

i

The momentum conjugate to ~ is zero.

-

T

v,"

(43)
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Quantization of the field is effected by imposing the equal-time anti-commutation
relations (ACR):

[=°(x), =~(x')]+

:

[wo(x), WO(x')]+

t=t'

[~(x), Wn(x')]+

:: 0

t=t"

=

i33 (x--x') 8~.

(44)

t=t'

From (40) and the t-independence of a, a *, we have,
[a(co, m, A, 7/), a t (o/, m', A', ,q')]+

= --i f d3xd3x ' ~¢/=g(x) (~ (oJ, m, A, ~1;x) ~,'(x) )~

~" (,o', m', a', ,~'; x') [IF (x'), W" (x)]+
t=t'

= f d3x V'--g(x) ~ (% m, A, ~7;x) y' ~b(o/, m', ~', ~1'; x)
using (44).

The orthonormality of the modes, eq (37), then gives:
[a (oJ, m, )~, n), at( °J', m', A', -q')]+ = 8(oJ--oo') 8,..,, 3AA' 3~1~1',K > 0.

(45a)

[b(oJ, m, A, ~), bt(o/, m', A', ~') ]+ = 8(oJ--oJ') 8,,,,, 8an, 8~,/,, r :> 0

(45b)

Similarly,

All other anti-commutators are zero.
The vacuum is defined by

a(oJ, m, h, ~) lO ) = b (oJ, m, h, r/)10 ) = 0 ; x > 0 .

(46)

Some remarks may be made about the field expansion, eq. (38), and the choice
of the vacuum state. The introduction of • in (38) that distinguishes Type-I from
Type-I][ can be motivated by first considering the scalar case. It is known (Unruh
1974) that the norm of scalar field modes 4,(o~, m, ~, ~; x) in Kerr metric is related
to x, that is, Type-][ mode has -kve (--ve) norm for ~o>0 (o~<0) whereas Type-II
mode has -[-ve (--ve) norm for , ~ > 0 (7o<0). Thus for Type-II mode, which in
the remote past originates out of the horizon, the effective frequency is ,~ and not oJ.
(This is related to the fact that the horizon rotates with angular velocity ~ with
respect to the observer at infinity, see Hawking 1975). For Type-I mode, on the
other hand, which in the remote past originates from infinity, the frequency is o~ as
usual, since the Kerr metric is asymptotically fiat.
For the spin half case, however, all modes have positive-definite norm but we still
choose to consider 7~ and not oJ as the effective frequency at [the horizon. This is
made plausible by Unruh's calculation of energy density at infinity and at the horizon.
It turns out tl~t ~ ¢ energy density is + v e (--ve) at infinity for oJ>0 ( , , < 0 ) and
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+ v e (--ve) at the horizon for G > 0 (70<0). This then supports the interpretation
of a and b in (38) as the annihilation operators. The choice of the vacuum given by
(46), therefore, corresponds to no particles at infinity and no particles coming out
at the black hole from the past horizon, with the negative energy sea to < 0 (~ <0)
completely filled for an observer at infinity (horizon).
Vacuum expectation value of energy-momentum tensor
The energy-momentum tensor for Dirac field in curved space is given by:
i

- -

--

T ~ = ~[W y~

V~

--

W + W yv

V~

W-

(V~ W)yv W

- - (V v W)Yt~W)].

(47)

To determine the rate of spontaneous creation of field quanta, consider the vacuum
expectation value of Tt~v. Using (38), (45) and (46), we have,

<oIT,,~lo>
i
m ~ >0

A,

+ff (--to, --m, A, 7) Yv V ~ ~b(--to, --m, A, '7)
-- (Vt, ~ (--to, --m, A, 7) ) Yv ~ (--to, - - m , A, ~7)
-- (Vv ~b(--to, --m, A, ~7) ) Yt, ~ (--co, --m, A, 7)].

(48)

The integrand in the above equation can be evaluated by writing every quantity
explicitly in Chandrasekhar's representation. This evaluation can be made simpler
by going back to the two-component form and translating the o matrices and affine
connections to the null Kinnersley tetrad and the Newman-Penrose spin eo-efl~cients
available in the literature. A lengthy but straightforward calculation then yields for
the asymptotically leading term of ( 0 [ T, I 0 >.

r~(OJTrt[O> r ~

f
k>0

dto ~. ~

{N(m'])l~X

A,~

Ii~(}s+['-I-Is-I ") ( I R + I ' - - [ R - ~ ) +
{ s - I' (R-* dR-

R'-

,

., dR+

,
where
S ± = S± (-- to, - - m , A; 0), R ± ~ R± ( - - t o , - - m , A, 7/; r).

(49
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Using the asymptotic form of radial solutions (28) and (29), (49) becomes:
rZ<OlT,,lO>

1[

y a oY. (Js.:+ls-:)(IB, l'-l)

m ~>0
w2

1 --

-- F2)2

(50)

Next, employing the ' Wronskian ' relations [eqs (33d) and (33a)] we get,

r'<olr,,Io>

;-2~- ~

-~
m

f

~>0

do, o, ~ (Is+l~+ls-I ') (I--IBxl')
A

f d'°°'~(IS+l'~+lS-12)(1--lB,[~)] •
~>0

(51)

a

Clearly, the rhs of (51) is nonvanishing only in the range ~oG < 0 (classical superradiant modes). Thus,

(I S+ 12 + l S- [') (I - - I B I It).

(52)

From the vanishing divergence of T~'v,

T~'~ = 0,

(53)

the outgoing energy flux across a surface at infinity is:
dE

y; =

~ (_g)l,, dO d+ ( 01 r"l 0 ).

(54)

r ---~ o o

The rate of spontaneous loss of mass of the black hole is, therefore, given by
dM _
dE
dt
--~----

j" df~:(0lT,,[0 >,
r ..-~ o o

(55)
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f

dt~l~l ~ ( 1 -

[Bl(~,m, ~)l')

I83

(56a)

mC/
=--

. _ 1~ I r a >~0

0f d°Jl°J[~(1--1BI(ca'm'g)la)'

0
(1 -- I BI (co, m, A) [~].
m<0

(56b)

A

mfl

From the ' Wronskian relation' (33a), it then follows that

dM/dt < 0

(57)

which proves the existence of spontaneous creation of massive spin half quanta in the
classical superradiant modes.
The calculation of outgoing angular momentum flow across a surface at infinity
requires the vacuum expectation value of T,~. Following the same procedure as
above and retaining the leading term asymptotically, the final result, after another
lengthy calculation, is:
mfl

dt

2v,[=f

d•

m

f

0 0

do~ ~ ( l - - I B l ( o , , m , ~ , ) [ ' ) ×
A

[] S+ I' (1 m [-kl co I asin'0 Jr" ½ cos0) + ] $" [' (I m I + I cn I a sinS0
0

m<0

mfl

A

x [I S÷ 1' ({ m [ -I- I ,o I a s i n ' 0 - ~ cos 0)
q- l $ - fs (I m t q- I a, I a sint0 -k ½ cos 0)] I

(58)

where J is the angular momentum of the black hole. Equation (58) is not as simple
as the one for the loss of mass of the black hole. This is not surprising, since the
normal modes are eigenstates of energy and the Z-component of orbital angular
momentum but not of the total angular momentum. Using the 'Wronskian relation'
(33a) again, (58) immediately gives,

dJ/dr < O,

(59)

which shows that spontaneous creation of massive spin half quanta entails a steady
loss of rotational energy of the Kerr black hole.
The extension of the above results to the Kerr-Newman (charged-rotating black
hole) metric is completely straightforward. The additional term in T~v for this case
is,

P.--5
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This term does not contribute to the leading order asymptotically, and the form of the
final equations (56), (58), therefore, remains unchanged. The mode coefficients
Bl(W, m, A) will, however, be different numerically-from the Kerr case because of the
additional parameter Q (charge) in the radial equations.
It should be noted that the pal'ticle creation obtained here is only in the superradiant modes and vanishes in the zero rotation limit (a-~O). Our calculation refers
to what is called an 'eternal' black hole and not a black hole formed through collapse
which, as we know, will give Hawking radiation in all modes even in the zero rotation
limit. Unruh (1976) has shown that the collapse problem involving a time-dependent metric may be equivalently handled by the corresponding stationary metric
with appropriate boundary condition on the past horizon. This essentially involves
the so-called ~:-prescription,wherein positive frequency is.defined via a null-vector
field which is of Killing type on the horizon. On the other hand, the present calculation has made use of the so-called T-prescription, wherein the positive frequency is
defined with respect to the Killing vector O/Ot, whichis time-like in the exterior region.
Thus, the vacuum employed here is different from the vacuum in the equivalent problem of a collapsing star and the radiation obtained is due to rotation and not the
collapse of the black hole.
A final remark: In curved space, there is no a priori reason to expect zero energy
density for the vacuum because a strong gravitational field, like a strong electric
field, can conceivably produce pairs. Normal ordering is, therefore, not a proper
procedure here. The covariant regularization of Tt,v in curved space is a muchdiscussedtopic currently (e.g. Christensen.1976), but is outside the scope of this work.

5. Conciusions
The spontaneous creation of electron-positron pairs (and other massive fermion
pairs) by a rotating b~ack hole was-qualitatively indicated in an earlierwork (lyer
and K u m a r 1977), where it was shown that a strong angular m o m e n t u m coupling
of the fieldwith the spin of the black hole could lead to negative energy orbits with
respect to an observer at infinity. In this paper, this emission has been shown to
follow as a directconsequence of fieldquantization in Kerr metric. Estimates of the
loss rates of mass and angular m o m e n t u m can be made by numerical evaluation of
the coefficientsappearing in the asymptotic bchaviour of the normal modes. Because
of the rest-mass energy/z required in thiscase,the emission ofmassless quanta (neutrinos, photons) is generally expected to dominate over that of the massive case unless
the ' temperature' of the black hole (which is inverselyproportional to the mass M )
is much more than/z (Hawking 1975). Thus the massive particleemission discussed
here will not qualitativelychange the result (Page 1976) that on the time-scale of the
age of the universe, these quantal processes are significantonly for very tiny black
holes ( M <~ I0leg).
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